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The Bill of Rights for Scientific Freedom:  

# 1 - The Need for a Scientific Integrity Board 
by

Lloyd S. Etheredge 1

      This paper discusses the destroyed scientific integrity of NSF’s Economics program that has

proven deeply damaging to our country and to the world. It uses the case to illustrate why it is essential

that, as a deterrent, the new Bill of Rights for Scientific Freedom include a Scientific Integrity Board

with assured public hearings, full disclosure, and accountability.1

I. How the National Science Foundation Killed Scientific Integrity: The Republican
“Nanny State” Model
     For thirty years the Republican “Nanny State” Narrative, described in the attached column by

David Brooks, has been untested because a creative array of suppressive devices was deployed by the

National Science Foundation and the country’s scientific Establishment. For example, concerning

Economics: These Republican ideas differ from the assumptions of autonomous, rational individuals

with fixed motivations enshrined in the economic models and limited national data systems developed

by Kuznets et al. beginning in the 1930s. Since President Reagan’s election, Republicans have drawn

upon their own scientific ideas about cultural and psychological variables to boost economic perfor-

mance and remedy a wide range of social problems. While political parties unite diverse groups with

many motives, and ideological claims are believed and used for a variety of reasons, a core Republican

policy logic has this moral and psychological purpose to restore (in their conception) strong, healthy,

self-starting and responsible individuals.

    The National Science Foundation/National Science Board system was created, by federal law, to be

an independent scientific agency. whose integrity the nation could rely upon. Traditionally, it has
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played an honest-broker role and, as it should, makes awards on the basis of scientific merit as

determined by independent peer reviews. However an attack on NSF’s scientific independence (and

the independence of our nation’s research universities) began with a pre-emptive strike by President

Reagan’s first OMB Director, David Stockman. The story of what happened after he threatened to

zero-out all behavioral science funds in the federal budget has been told, in greater detail, elsewhere.2

For purposes of this letter it is relevant that Stockman -  while his political threats would have been

legal if he was still a member of Congress - probably violated the law by seeking, as the OMB

Director, to suborn the functioning of an independent agency. There has been no legal obligation of

the National Science Boards, NSF Directors, the National Academy of Sciences and a national science

Establishment to surrender to this juvenilia. (If they appear to have been suborned, or decided to

surrender rather than fight, it was - as Stockman’s lawyer might argue - their choice). 3

    The suppression entailed knowing destruction of the scientific integrity of the NSF Economics

program. Here is why: Macroeconomics models are estimated by regression methods applied to time

series data. When sets of variables are missing and uncontrolled -  for example the cultural and

psychological variables and pathways of Republican ideas - the linear regression methods incorrectly

distribute variance across the (remaining) measured variables and make mistakes about the size, and

perhaps even the arithmetic sign, of coefficients. Every social scientist learns the basic scientific logic:

either control for variables statistically or experimentally or you are not doing science: and disciplines

that use regression analysis methods always teach that uninterpretable results are caused by missing

variables. 

      By now, at a time of national emergency when a successful GDP/capita and jobs recovery need

reliable equations, they are not available; the historical data are unavailable to repair the damage. The

conventional wisdom (“more stimulus is better”) probably is still true but with the biases already

introduced into equations (i.e., weighted by the 120 quarters with missing variables since 1981) the

cumulative mathematical effects are beyond the ability of scientists to correct. Instead of rapid learning

to improve economic performance and reduce the range of political polarization by evidence and

thoughtful analysis, NSF’s secret accommodations to a very small and vocal group of zealots made it

complicit in Republican mindlessness and blocked the progress in evidence-based democratic decision

making that NSF was created to support.
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    Concerning reliable data: NSF and the National Academy of Sciences obediently imposed a “Not

Unless Requested to Do So” rule and, by aggressively silencing policy-relevant social science initiatives,

they also killed required quality improvements in standard government data systems.  Typically, NSF4

supports the standard for accurate and reliable scientific measurement that physical scientists seek to

achieve. [For example: In August NASA announced the discovery of a Jupiter-sized gas giant planet,

TrES-2b (with a surface temperature of 980 degrees Celsius) that is orbiting a star 750 light years

away.] But the aggressively obedient NSF neutralized the Committee on National Statistics

(NAS/NRC) for which it provides core funding - i.e., the Committee being a standard route to bring

scientific requests and standards to the federal data system. And it refused to include funds for

innovative, interdisciplinary, and improved R&D data systems and new measures in its infrastructure

planning: instead, NSF and the National Science Board  covered-up the growing problems in Reports

to Congress and in their five-year plans, even after scientists filed formal complaints with the NSF

Inspector General and (with support from Dr. Reischauer and others) assured that the suppressive

decisions were known, and being made, at the highest levels of NSF and the National Science Board.

As the recent front page story by Binyamin Applebaum in the New York Times (August 16, 2011 -

attached) illustrates, even the conventional parts of the national scientific data system are unacceptable

for scientific and policy work - and the problems are much wider than reported.

    For current purposes, may I emphasize four observations from this history:

II. Four Lessons

    A.) Physical scientists were to blame. Recently, the social sciences were attacked publicly (by

Republicans in Congress) as “not scientific enough” for funding by NSF. In truth, the decisions to

jettison the scientific and civic integrity of the SBE sciences were made and enforced by physical

scientists who served as NSF Directors, filled almost all of the voting positions on the National

Science Board, served as Presidents of the National Academy of Sciences and other positions as

seigneurs of America’s science Establishment.

    B.) The real battles across three+ decades have not been with Republicans but were elite battles

within the science Establishment and (in the early years) they often were Cambridge-based. It was

Frank Press from MIT who came to Washington, became head of the National Academy of Sciences,
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and played a leading role to surrender to Republican demands and betray a national trust in the

integrity of science. My friend Bruce Mazlish, a psychohistorian and former Dean of Humanities at

MIT, believed that suppression was statesmanlike stewardship because the American people “weren’t

ready” to move beyond the technocratic benefits of science to a world of evidence-based, rational

public policy. David Hamburg MD, a distinguished psychiatrist (and formerly a member of Harvard’s

faculty) was a leader on the other side - for maintaining scientific integrity, the independent role of

university-based research and evidence-based social, economic and foreign policy. He organized the

off-the-record elite meeting with the wrongdoers that - as it turns out - now establishes prima facie

evidence of their legal culpability and knowledge that they did not have a consensus for what they were

doing to the social sciences and to America, where people would need reliable Economic models in the

years ahead. (Today, the same test of scientific integrity is on the desk of NSF’s Director, Subra Suresh

from MIT.)

    Later many others were involved. Donald Kennedy (an ex-President of Stanford) emerged as a key

player, using (misusing, in my view) his office as Editor-in-Chief of Science to suppress reporting even

as the NSF Economics program unraveled further and scientists urged him to reconsider (his response

is enclosed). On the pro-integrity side, the late Carl Sagan published The Demon-Haunted World:

Science as a Candle in the Dark (1996) although there is no evidence, on the public record, that the

National Science Board considered his thesis about the necessity to fight cultural wars. Robert

Reischauer, an economist, an expert and former head of the Congressional Budget Office and one of

the seven members of the Harvard Corporation wrote a splendid and refreshingly honest letter

(attached) and tried to help. 

    C.) The long reign of the suppressionists has been deeply destructive. It will take many years to

repair national capacities and morale. The suppressive policies have, by now, changed the nature of the

SBE sciences and the national civic role of our universities. Few of today’s macroeconomists, for

example, are concerned with problems of forecasting and public data systems: More than two decades

ago economists reached the point of diminishing returns from perpetual re-analysis of the stagnant

government datasets and capable people moved on to  problems where they could do first-rate science.

One of the obvious initiatives for new R&D data systems - measures of hierarchical psychodrama to

test part of the Republican Narrative - produced such intense hostility that few other people from
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other disciplines were willing to waste their time with similar ideas for lines of transformational

research that could be censored as socially disruptive or politically challenging without an evaluation of

scientific merits: Across the past two+ decades, at these higher, strategic and program levels I have

never seen a single piece of paper evidencing an honest and independent evaluation of scientific merit

before the writs of execution and suppression were issued.5

     D.) These breakdowns were possible, and uncorrected, because of secrecy. At the top, our national

scientific Establishment operates with strong social pressures for in-group secrecy. Secrecy, in turn, has

allowed and encouraged dysfunctional arrogance, top-down manipulation, evasion, and breakdowns of

legal rights and of wider civic and ethical obligations. The combination of egregious scientific secrecy

and government (NSF/NSB) secrecy blocked a clear, well-informed, and timely recognition by the

victims (social scientists and the American people) about what was being done by people they trusted. 

III. Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes?

     As a deterrent, the scientific community and the nation need an independent, supervisory Scientific

Integrity Board. that will operate with open hearings and full public disclosure and accountability. Yes,

according to Public Administration theory the National Science Board was supposed to fulfill this role

in supervising NSF. And Yes, too - if they want to work hard enough, and have sustained political

control in Washington, Republican zealots and lobbyists eventually may be able to bully and suborn

even the Scientific Integrity Board. However, the only really critical barrier appears to be the testing of

ideological truth claims. And a rapid learning system could make the required breakthroughs before

Republican lobbyists organize against the new defensive wall.

      The suppressive policies have been continued by the recent Bush-era National Science Board even

after the catastrophic failure of models and data systems. By the standard of medical malpractice there

was not a great deal of innocence during the era of Republican mindlessness.

     The 140+ scientific organizations and universities that signed the recent InterSociety letter to

support NSF and the NSF budget did so with the belief that NSF supports scientific research on the

basis of scientific merit as determined by peer reviews. This defense was overdrawn and all universities

and the national science budget - and America and the world - have paid a very large and growing
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price for the unexpected NSF/NSB failures of scientific integrity and stewardship and the coverup.

The magnitude of the betrayals and the costs make it one of the extraordinary scandals in the history

of American science and higher education; and possibly a source of many teachable lessons.

September, 2011

-------------------------

Enclosures: 

      - David Brooks, “The Vigorous Virtues,” The New York Times, September 1, 2011. Editorial

page column.

      - Lloyd Etheredge, “President Reagan’s Counseling” from Political Psychology 5:4 (1984), pp.

737-740.

      - Appeal from Lloyd Etheredge to Duncan Luce, co-Chair of the National Academy of Sciences

en masse restructuring project for the next decade, re breakdowns of scientific integrity for

economics research and the future of non-learning. July 31, 1992.   

      - Letter from Robert Reischauer, December 23, 2002. Dr. Reischauer, an economist, was part head

of the Congressional Budget Office and one of seven members of the Harvard Corporation.

       - Letter from Donald Kennedy, Editor-in-Chief of Science, declining to hire an investigative

reporter to inform AAAS members and other readers of the sharp intra-Establishment

disagreements about abandoning scientific integrity (the Hamburg/Lederberg/Carnegie

Commission meeting, that he already knew about).  Even in the face of worsening performance

of economic models. August 4, 2006

        - Lloyd Etheredge, “Better Science and Economic Recovery: Four Areas Where Rapid Improve-

ment is Possible,” with a cover letter of August 9, 2011 to Dr. Holdren and Lander - Co-

Chairs, PCAST. [The supporting letter of Robert Reischauer of December 23, 2002 also is an

attachment to this letter.]

        - Binyamin Applebaum, “On Economy, Raw Data Gets a Grain of Salt,” The New York 

Times, August 16, 2011, p. A1.
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1. Economics is not the only NSF-caused stagnation, but it is easiest to demonstrate. Alongside
killing the scientific integrity and learning rate of Economics, the scientific Establishment also
betrayed the legacy of such extraordinary social scientists as Harold Lasswell and Donald
Campbell. Their traditions were killed without regard to the scientific merits and potential value
of analyzing the full range of new Republican policy ideas as informative experiments for rapid
learning. A good dustup about the nature of reality would have been an extraordinary vehicle for
undergraduate teaching.

2. For example, the background filing with the Department of Justice, “Breach of Contract,
Conspiracy, Fraud, and Coverups Affecting NSF Programs,” (September 2007). Tab 3 includes
the earlier background filing for the NSF Inspector General, “ A Breakdown Crafted by
Silences” (2002). Reference copies are online at www.policyscience.net at II. A. I wrote the DOJ
filing after incomplete investigations by the NSF Inspector General were conducted by a mid-
level investigator who was not an economist or expert in social science. 

3. The national scientific Establishment and NSF probably violated both legal and ethical
principles. They became involved, without legal authority, in a conspiracy to violate the rights of
individual scientists and grant applicants to honest evaluations based on scientific merit. An
analogy would be the compliant hanging of innocent Black defendants by Southern judges and
juries with the rationale that the defendants would be lynched by a mob anyway.

4. Another dimension of NSF data problems is that the world has changed, which should
require new and competing R&D Economic models and new R&D interdisciplinary data
systems funded by NSF (that have not been available). For example if a new international
economic paradigm of predator-prey models (based on the Lotka-Volterra equations) is
tested and accurate, the same group of actors will try to continue and repeat their (i.e., from
their perspective) success. From the late 1970s until 2003 there were 117 systemic banking
crises in 93 countries and in 27 of the earlier financial crises in the world system the national
taxpayers were stuck with public debt equal to or greater than 10% of GDP. The new,
competing paradigm is that we are not observing old-fashioned “irrational exuberance” but a
growing modus operandi of alpha predators in a system with asymmetries of brainpower and
wealth. It is another paradigm-transformative idea worth testing. 

     Testing the “Nanny State” model is only the simple beginning of the challenges that our NSF
and the National Science Board have to meet if they want transformative science.

5. The last round before the catastrophic failure is at Tab 2 at “NSF Recommendations: Fresh
Thinking for the 21  Century. Selected Recommendations for NSF’s Five-Year Plan (2006-st

2011),” March 2007. Online at ibid. An FOIA filing indicated that the case was never circulated
for evaluation of the scientific merits of taking corrective action during 2006-2011.

     The new hierarchical psychodrama/neuroscience paradigm and measures for testing ideologi-

Endnotes
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cal truth claims are an independent dimension of the story and outside the focus of this
discussion. The new paradigm was vetted with the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry
when I was Ittelson Consultant to that organization: the connect-the-dots mappings across
disciplines and narratives are in several online documents on the Website: e.g., “Wisdom and
Public Policy” in Robert Sternberg and Jennifer Jordan (Eds.) A Handbook of Wisdom:
Psychological Perspectives (NY: Cambridge University Press, 2005), pp. 312-314 and the
diagram “In Plato’s Cave” and pp. 319-321, online (ibid.) A further set of applications and
predictions for rapid learning and potential breakthroughs about a range of societal problems,
integrating findings by Robert Sapolsky, were outlined for PCAST in the second filings of
Recapitalization ideas from 2010, also at II. A.  

     The hierarchical paradigm really is worth testing: intense resistance and evasion can suggest,
to a psychologist, that we are observing a key area for learning.
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The New York Times. September 1, 2011

The Vigorous Virtues
By DAVID BROOKS

There’s a specter haunting American politics: national decline. Is America on the way down,

and, if so, what can be done about it?

The Republicans, and Rick Perry in particular, have a reasonably strong story to tell about

decline. America became great, they explain, because its citizens possessed certain vigorous

virtues: self-reliance, personal responsibility, industriousness and a passion for freedom.

But, over the years, government has grown and undermined these virtues. Wall Street financiers

no longer have to behave prudently because they know government will bail them out.

Middle-class families no longer have to practice thrift because they know they can use

government to force future generations to pay for their retirements. Dads no longer have to

marry the women they impregnate because government will step in and provide support.

Moreover, a growing government sucked resources away from the most productive parts of the

economy — innovators, entrepreneurs and workers — and redirected it to the most politically

connected parts. The byzantine tax code and regulatory state has clogged the arteries of

American dynamism.

The current task, therefore, is, as Rick Perry says, to make the government “inconsequential” in

people’s lives — to pare back the state to revive personal responsibility and private initiative.

There’s much truth to this narrative. Stable societies are breeding grounds for interest groups.

Over time, these interest groups use government to establish sinecures for themselves, which

gradually strangle the economy they are built on — like parasitic vines around a tree.

Yet as great as the need is to streamline, reform and prune the state, that will not be enough to

restore America’s vigorous virtues. This is where current Republican orthodoxy is necessary but
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insufficient. There are certain tasks ahead that cannot be addressed simply by getting

government out of the way.

In the first place, there is the need to rebuild America’s human capital. The United States

became the wealthiest nation on earth primarily because Americans were the best educated.

That advantage has entirely eroded over the past 30 years. It will take an active government to

reverse this stagnation — from prenatal and early childhood education straight up through adult

technical training and investments in scientific and other research. If government is

“inconsequential” in this sphere, then continued American decline is inevitable.

Then there are the long-term structural problems plaguing the economy. There’s strong evidence

to suggest that the rate of technological innovation has been slowing down. In addition, America

is producing fewer business start-ups. Job creation was dismal even in the seven years before the

recession, when taxes were low and Republicans ran the regulatory agencies. As economist

Michael Spence has argued, nearly all of the job growth over the past 20 years has been in sectors

where American workers don’t have to compete with workers overseas.

Meanwhile, middle-class wages have been stagnant for a generation. Inequality is rising, and

society is stratifying. Americans are less likely to move in search of opportunity. Social mobility

has been flat for decades, and American social mobility is no better than European social

mobility.

Some of these problems are exacerbated by government regulations and could be eased if

government pulled back. But most of them have nothing to do with government and are related

to globalization, an aging society, cultural trends and the nature of technological change.

Republicans have done almost nothing to grapple with and address these deeper structural

problems. Tackling them means shifting America’s economic model — tilting the playing field

away from consumption toward production; away from entitlement spending and more toward

investment in infrastructure, skills and technology; mitigating those forces that concentrate

wealth and nurturing instead a broad-based opportunity society.
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These shifts cannot be done by government alone, but they can’t be done without leadership

from government. Just as the Washington and Lincoln administrations actively nurtured an

industrial economy, so some future American administration will have to nurture a globalized

producer society. Just as F.D.R. created a welfare model for the 20th century, some future

administration will have to actively champion a sustainable welfare model for this one.

Finally, there is the problem of the social fabric. Segmented societies do not thrive, nor do ones,

like ours, with diminishing social trust. Nanny-state government may have helped undermine

personal responsibility and the social fabric, but that doesn’t mean the older habits and

arrangements will magically regrow simply by reducing government’s role. For example, there

has been a tragic rise in single parenthood, across all ethnic groups, but family structures won’t

spontaneously regenerate without some serious activism, from both religious and community

groups and government agencies.

In short, the current Republican policy of negativism — cut, cut cut — is not enough. To restore

the vigorous virtues, the nanny state will have to be cut back, but the instigator state will have to

be built up. That’s the only way to ward off national decline.
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PRESIDENT REAGAN'S COUNSELING

May, 1984 Lloyd S. Etheredge

[Research Note published in Political Psychology, 5:4 (1984), pp. 737  - 740.]
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     For decades, economic policy has been  the territo ry of economists,  governed by  their

idea that we are a nation of rational choices. President Reagan has changed the assump-

tions. He is using ideas familiar to psychoanaly sts and clinical psychologists to diagnose

the problems of the American economy and design a course of treatment. He has posed a

set of p roblem s which  politica l psychologists can  solve w ith great benefit to the  intelli-

gence of national policy.

     The President's idea is simple. He says our economy's lack of vitality is produced

because gove rnment has become a  powerful, substantial presence "above" us here in

America. Over the past thirty years as, in our national imagination, government became

"bigger," we grew  subjectively smalle r to develop a national dependence. T here was a

"zero-sum" effect on each  person's mind: as "it" (governm ent) assumed more responsibil-

ity in national life, "we" (the peop le) took less. The work e thic disintegrated; productivity

increases stopped; the economy stalled.

     The President's economic policy follows logically. It is intellectually serious and

urgent: he must provide national psychotherapy for a depressed, passive nation that

expects its therapist to have a prompt and magical solution.

     To effect the change he desires, our President-psychiatrist has designed a national

psychodrama to inspire us, to create open space, and to reduce our idealized illusions. He

is warm and supportive. He is cutting taxes and expenditures to make government above

us "smaller." It m ay not be a cure we like, and  there will be painful withdrawal symptoms,

but we must again take responsibility for our own lives.

     From personal experience, Dr. Reagan knows he is right. The  dire predictions of his

theory, made thirty years ago, appear correct to him. And in his autobiography, Where's

the Rest of Me?, he sketches how he, too, was once dependent, in his case on the Holly-

wood stud io system. H e was well paid but unhappy, reading scripts written by others,

never getting the leading dramatic ro les he wanted to p lay. But then he  became more
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assertive, struck out on his own. Once he became his own man, life started to work for

him. He made a successful

second marriage. Speaking his own ideas, he was elected Governor of California. Now, he

has the leading role in the country.

     Other aspects of the President's life and experience confirm the same intuitive truth.

He enjoys exhilaration, and a sense of freedom, when he rides the open range on

horseback, the experience of the open range for free entrepreneurship he has told us we

will regain in our national psychology by cutting back that "big government" in the sky.

When  he escapes to California from Washington and clears brush on his ranch, he feels

recharged. He knows we will feel that way too, as the American Congress "stays the

course" to effect the  psychological transformation he wants.

     To be sure, this is a closed system of beliefs. Evidence is always interpreted in the light

of what the Presiden t calls his  "basic principles." If the economic recovery is slow, it

only means problems of dependency and addiction to big government are deep in our

national psyche. So he is under an even greater obligation to persevere until we regain our

independence and self-confidence and restart the economy. H e has no choice.

     From the President's perspective there is likely a second cause of a slow recovery, a

cause psychoanalysts and clinical psychologists often cite: we are resisting. To an unprece-

dented degree American news media refuse to discuss a national problem in the language

a President uses. He has been stonewalled. CBS News runs nightly news stories about the

sufferings imposed by Reaganomics but has not yet discussed the real national problem,

our psycho logy of dep endency . It is as though the Eastern liberal news m edia are so

addicted to the drama of an  activist government, so psychologically dependent, so

accustomed to demand that the P resident do something, that they will never admit even

the possibility he cou ld be profoundly right.
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     If Reagan is right, these skeptics slow the cure. The President can cut taxes and

expenditures; these are actions in physical reality. But the stakes are psychological reality.

For the therapy to work we must agree - that the diagnosis of dependency is right, that

big government is receding, that the therapist knows what he is doing.

     It is also possible our actor-President is wrong. A powerful bond to government may

be true of only 2% of the population: actors, intellectuals, reporters, the people who give

money to political causes o r end up in W ashington. H ow can w e tell?

     The President has profoundly challenged the discipline of economics. His idea about

how the econom y works does not come from  the hundreds of complex equations of the ir

mathem atical mode ls. The basic problem, in h is view, is simple: the economy is deeply

political; we orient ourselves dependently toward government in a larger-than-life drama.

     Lacking objective evidence , we now are adrift and debates about economic policy are

decoupled, without intellectual integrity. Administration economists have given no

evidence to support the intuitive psychological ideas about the economy the President

uses to set policy. They have developed no national indicators for the substantiality of

images of a "big" government in the sky, for changes in achievement motivation, for the

alleged zero-sum allocations of responsibility.

     Now, as we "stay the course," we navigate blind, on faith alone. Congress has applied

no rules of evidence. The Report of the U.S. government's Council of Econom ic Advisers

is intellectually irrelevant; it would be rejected as a test of the President's theories by any

psychology department. 

     If the President is right, good national psychological indicators will tell us. And,

refining our understanding, they might improve the President's policy. John F. Kennedy

cut taxes and the economy leaped ahead - but Kennedy also talked about achievement - a

New Frontier, a  man on the m oon by 1970 . If psychodrama is needed, perhaps these a re
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the themes to emphasize.

     The President is not speaking in metaphors. He believes he is talking about our reality:

solid, strong constituents of individual's imagination so powerful in their effects as to

destroy the health of a multi-trillion dollar economy and our national spirit. His theories

reflect ideas man y psycho logists have voiced seriously  in the past: psychoanaly sts have told

us that, via transference , many  people related  to governm ent authority, in our "mass

psychology ," the way as ch ildren they regarded their m agically pow erful parents ; David

McC lelland of Harvard expla ined the economic rise and fall o f civilizations by  changes in

the imagina tions of citizens.

     Currently, em pirical evidence bearing upon the Pres ident's  fundamental assumption  is

indirect and inconsistent. Self-report measures seem to deny his model: Am ericans say

they blam e themselves for economic hardship. Yet macro-level studies of e lection results,

and individual-difference m easures of self-interested and "socio- tropic" voting suggest

Reagan is correct and responsibility for management of the economy is assigned to the

party in power.

     Such measures of attitudes and  voting are open  to different interpretation s as reflect-

ing either rational and secular or psychodramatic processes. Alone, they cannot dispel the

fog. The deeper question is the psychological nature of American government, and what

is needed is that our public debates begin to be informed by evidence, from appropriate,

clinically-derived measures, of the location and substance of citizens' experience of

governm ent.
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August 9, 2011 
Drs. John Holdren and Eric Lander, Co-Chairs 

Presidents Council ofAdvisers on Science and Technology 

7251Th St., NW - Room 5228 

Washington, DC 20502 

Dear Dr. Holdren and Dr. Lander: 

Economics is an unreliable science, but we have the brainpower and technology to do much better. I 

recommend that you convene a high-level panel of distinguished scientists and experienced practitio

ners to review and improve upon the unreliability of the models and data systems used by Dr. 

Summers et al. to design our economic recovery package. 

When the space shuttle Challenger exploded, or when a bridge collapses, we know the proper 

scientific response. 

The panel will be tasked to answer the question: Where did the science go wrong and how can we 

do better? The job will have two components: 1.) an urgent assignment to design and deploy R&D 

data systems to learn the sources and causes of scientific unreliability in the recovery process equations; 

2.) a long term assignment to develop an R&D rapid learning system to improve models and data 

systems as a foundation to raise the rate ofGDP/capita (by l%/year) above the pre-crisis baseline. 

I attach a discussion of four areas where rapid scientific improvement is possible. 

This is the second collapse ofa bridge using the same models, methods, materials, and consulting 

engineers. The science - generously supported for many decades by NSF - also was supposed to be 

sufficiently in contact with reality to keep us from awakening to discover the worst global economic 

crisis since the Depression. We can stipulate that Dr. Summers et al. were brilliant and did the best 

that they could: we should test the hypotheses that the underlying science should be improved. 

The Policy Sciences Center Inc. is a public foundation. 

The Center was founded in 1948 by Myres S. McDougal, Harold D. Lasswell, and George Dession. It may be contacted c/o Prot Michael 


Reisman, Chair, 127 Wall St., Room 322, P. O. Box 208215, New Haven, CT 06520-8215. (203)-432-1993. 

URL: http://www.policyscience.net 
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Yours truly, " 

;N {;¥-~ 

Dr. Lloyd S. Etheredge 
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August 9, 2011 

To: Drs. John Holdren and Eric Lander, Co-Chairs - PCAST 

From: Dr. Lloyd Etheredge - Project Director 1 

Re: Better Science and Economic Recovery: Four Areas Where Rapid Improvement is Possible 

PCAST members may believe that somewhere - for example, at the National Science Foundation

academic scientists are being funded for creative, multi-disciplinary work that quietly, but continually, 

is improving macroeconomic models and data systems as quickly as possible. This image is false. The 

NSF system is dysfunctional. If there were to be an independent, blame-oriented panel it would 

quickly discover a legacy of blunt and angry and ignored communications, including by former CEA 

Chairs from both Democratic and Republican Administrations (who questioned whether there was 

something mentally wrong with NSF's Republican-era leadership). The scientific warnings extend 

back almost a decade to the enclosed letter from Bob Reischauer, former head of CBO, who began to 

warn in the late 1990s that older forecasting models, data systems, and methods were scientifically, 

eroding. In no other serious scientific field would an NSF Director be unresponsive to such a problem. 

The current head of the Social, Behavioral, and Economics Directorate - a legacy from the Republi

can/Bement period - is a historian experienced in light analysis of demographic data and with other 

agendas and interests. 

Here are ideas in four areas where we can do better, and a high-level panel can get us moving: 

1.) Coefficient estimation. We need faster and better ways to estimate coefficients. Traditionally, 

national datasets were expensive and economists accepted quarterly data. However, since the profes

sion estimates coefficients by regression equations this method updates too slowly when the world is 

changing. 

1 Government Learning Project, Policy Sciences Center. Contact: 
lloyd.etheredge@policyscience.net; 301-365-5241 (v). URL: www.policyscience.net 
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2.) Better and Faster Data. Several retrospective studies have identified that the greatest source of 

error in government macroeconomic forecasting arises from an astonishingly large degree of unreliabil

ity and error that are typical of the government's own data that are supplied for the forecast. Govern

ment economic data evolve across a cycle of estimates and revisions that can extend up to three years. 

In the current recovery, the latest revisions show a typically large error (20%, 5% drop v. 4% drop) in 

starting numbers that informed the design of the recovery package. 

We should be more outraged about this component of unreliable science. Today, the banking system 

uses electronic transactions and clears most of the transactions of the entire economy reliably within a 

few days. Wal-Mart has terabytes of data and sales results from all stores and products, worldwide, 

updated every 24 hours. We can do better. We need an independent evaluation and a high-level panel 

to provide a roadmap and priorities and to tell people to get moving. 

3.) The Psychology (etc.) of Downturns and Recoveries 

Much of econometric forecasting is designed to estimate normal periods and trends: the methods 

are not good at forecasting turning points, which is when new measures and refined analysis methods 

must be designed and deployed quickly to shape public policies. We need to set aside the hope that 

recessions are behind us and develop, instead, emergency measures that can be deployed to understand 

the psychology and other features of the decline and recovery processes. We resort to broad, general 

psychological terms ("confidence") and guess (probably correctly) that fiscal stimulus should be high 

and interest rates low. But even if confidence is the key term, we do not yet have a good theoretical 

model of how to do better than we are doing. The null hypothesis is that we are doing the best that we 

can and that nothing will make much difference - but this hypothesis and state of mind needs to be 

challenged. 

A related point: We do not have a large N of these recessions/ catastrophies. We should be 

capturing a lot more data that could help us, and other countries worldwide, in the future. 

4.) Double-Value Recoveries 

The Obama Administration has provided bold leadership to think about double-value recovery 

policies - how should a stimulus package be structured to buy new infrastructure investments with 
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extra long-term benefits? The Tournal of Economic Literature has a recent review article on productiv

ity research which suggests another path to a better and faster recovery. There appear to be large 

variations in the productivity of firms in each business category: a plant at the 90th percentile in each 

category produced twice the output, for the same measured inputs, as a plant at the 10th percentile. 2 

This suggests that, with timely information about best practices (which can be available) many 

companies that now have growing profits and retained earnings could be guided to make new, smart 

investments - from these funds or by borrowing at the very low interest rates - that both stimulate the 

economy and increase their own performance in the long run. A modest amount of additional data 

could be a catalyst to an exciting new dimension for the recovery process. Uack Grayson would be an 

excellent consultant: his www.apqc.org initiative is mapping best practices across industries.] The 

panel can acquire the additional data that it needs and establish priorities for a rapid outreach program 

that is future oriented, confident, exciting and about creating a better future for each company. 

Drawing Upon Financial Sector and Other Expertise 

There are several reasons to ask leading scientists from several fields and practitioners to constitute 

this panel, rather than academic economists alone. Three brief comments: 

1.) Scientists in other fields, like meteorology or biology, are accustomed to modeling complex, 

adaptive systems with even more advanced models and equations than are standard in macroeconomic 

forecasting. Scientists in these fields also will be shocked and outraged at the unreliability and lags in 

acquiring data and will be a strong voice to upgrade data systems quickly. 

2.) Most academic economists left the field of macro-economic forecasting years ago. Government 

datasets have been stagnant and eroding in a changing world: there were just too many diminishing 

returns to continual reanalysis and - a much longer story - to fighting with an uninterested NSF and 

others. You will find fewer bold and creative specialists to recruit from the academic world than you 

might imagine: Dr. Summers did the best that he could. 

2 Chad Syverson, 'What Determines Productivity?" ijune, 2011). The same mechanisms 
( + low current interest rates) could stimulate recovery globally: Syverson reports data of even 
larger variations (e.g., 5:1) for China and India. 
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3.) We have brilliant people in the financial sector, with a fierce and rigorous respect for data - and 

able to make billions ofdollars in highly competitive markets. We ought to ask them what additional 

data, processed how quickly, they would want if they were designing a state-of-the-art data and 

decision making system for a maximum-rationality national policy? Dr. Shaw may be able to advise 

you about their potential interest. It could be a brilliant package: Nobody will object to abundant 

financial-sector billionaires if their brainpower also is deployed on the side of speeding and sustaining 

GDP growth for everyone; and they probably will benefit from raising GDP/capita growth, in the US 

and worldwide, by 1% above the pre-crisis baseline, too. 

Attachment: Letter from Bob Reischauer 
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August 16, 2011.NYTimes, p. A1.

On Economy, Raw Data Gets a Grain of Salt

By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM

WASHINGTON — When the government announced in April that the economy had grown
at a moderate annual pace of 1.8 percent in the first quarter, politicians and investors saw
evidence that the nation was continuing its recovery from the depths of the financial crisis. The
White House called the news “encouraging” and the stock market extended its bull run.

Three months later, the government announced a small change. The economy, it said, actually
had expanded at a pace of only 0.4 percent in the first quarter.

Instead of chugging along in reasonable health, the United States had been hovering on the
brink of a double-dip recession.

How can such an important number change so drastically? The answer in this case is surprisingly
simple: the Bureau of Economic Analysis, charged with crunching the numbers, concluded that
it had underestimated the value of vehicles sitting at dealerships and the nation’s spending on
imported oil.

More broadly, politicians and investors are placing a great deal of weight on a crude and rough
estimate that has never been particularly reliable.

“People want the best information that we have right now. But people need to understand that
the best information that we have right now isn’t necessarily very informative,” said Tara M.
Sinclair, an assistant professor of economics and international affairs at George Washington
University. “It’s just the best information that we have.”

The growth rate that the government announces roughly one month after the end of each
quarter — news much anticipated in Washington and on Wall Street — has been off the mark
over the period from 1983 to 2009 by an average of 1.3 percentage points, compared with more
fully analyzed figures released years later, according to federal data.

The second and third estimates, announced at subsequent one-month intervals, are no more
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reliable. The first quarter this year offers a typical example. The government estimated the
annual growth rate at 1.8 percent in May and 1.9 percent in June before issuing its most recent
estimate of 0.4 percent.

Perhaps more important, the government underestimated the depth of the recession by a wide
margin, initially calculating that the economy contracted by an annual rate of 3.8 percent in the
last quarter of 2008. It now estimates the contraction rate at 8.9 percent. Instead of an annual
growth rate of 0.2 percent from the fourth quarter of 2007 through the first quarter of 2011, the
government now estimates that the economy contracted at an annual rate of 0.2 percent during
that period.

The basic problem is easy to understand: More than half of the ingredients in the first estimate
are based in whole or in part on projections from past months. The government doesn’t actually
know how much people spend on their cellphone bills or how much companies spend on
construction. It simply makes an educated guess based on past spending. Even in the third
estimate, 22 percent of the data still comes from projections.

If basic assumptions start changing rapidly — business failures during a recession, start-ups
during a recovery — the estimates can quickly lose touch with economic reality.

“When we most want timely information is when they’re least able to give it to us,” said
Professor Sinclair. “That’s exactly when those historical patterns are breaking down.”

The Bureau of Economic Analysis, an arm of the Commerce Department, makes some efforts to
warn users about these problems. It emphasizes transparency and is uncommonly open to public
questions. It says it provides a valuable public service, but that the data reflects only the best
available information. But policy makers, investors and the public continue to treat the data as
highly significant.

“These are really not much more than educated guesses and yet the marketplace puts enormous
weight on them because financial markets are high-frequency trading places based on immediate
data,” said Madeline Schnapp, director of macroeconomic research at TrimTabs Investment
Research.

A growing number of economists say that the government should shift its approach to measur-
ing growth. The current system emphasizes data on spending, but the bureau also collects data
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on income. In theory the two should match perfectly — a penny spent is a penny earned by
someone else. But estimates of the two measures can diverge widely, particularly in the short
term, and a body of recent research suggests that the income estimates are more accurate.

Justin Wolfers, a professor of business and public policy at the Wharton School of the University
of Pennsylvania, publicly predicted earlier this summer that the government would sharply
reduce its estimate of first-quarter growth, simply by looking at the income estimate buried
inside the bureau’s initial release.

The income data also captured the depth of the recession much sooner.

“It is appalling how little attention we economists pay to measurement issues,” Professor Wolfers
said. “The expenditure data looked bad but not dreadful. The income data was dreadful. And it
subsequently turned out the absence of urgency among policy makers was largely a result of
looking at faulty data.”

Professor Wolfers said that in his native Australia, the government estimates growth by
averaging the two techniques with a third, related approach. Private firms use similar methods.

Officials at the bureau have said that measuring expenditures has proved to be a more reliable
methodology. The estimates are very accurate in one important respect: it is exceedingly rare for
the bureau to estimate that the economy is shrinking when it is actually growing, or that it is
growing when it is actually shrinking. The bureau meets that standard 98 percent of the time.

What went wrong in the first quarter?

The largest change was because of an annual event. The Census Bureau completed an estimate
of the value of vehicles awaiting sale in 2010, based on data collected directly from dealers.

Until July, the bureau had relied on an estimate from a private company, Ward’s, which counts
vehicles but estimates their values. Based on that data, the bureau estimated that inventories had
declined by $30.3 billion in the fourth quarter as sales outpaced the arrival of new cars.

Last month, based on new data, it concluded that inventories fell by only $17.9 billion.

The bureau estimates that inventories shrank by an even smaller amount in the first quarter —
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although it won’t get equally accurate data until next July — but the effect of the revision was to
reduce the difference between the two quarters, and thus to reduce the rate of growth.

The bureau estimates that this change alone is responsible for nearly half the difference between
its initial estimate of 1.8 percent first-quarter growth and its current 0.4 percent estimate.

A second major change involves the value of imported oil. The bureau announced a permanent
change to its methodology last month to improve the way that it calculates the value of oil, and it
concluded that spending on imported oil was higher than it had originally estimated. The details
are byzantine but the result is clear enough: roughly 0.5 percentage points of growth vanished.
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